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1 Introduction
1.1 OpenWebSearch.eu Project
Web search has become an essential technology and infrastructure, driving not only future innovationsbut forming a backbone for our digital economy. However, currently few non-European gatekeeperscontrol Web search, which creates a biased, one-sided information access centred around economicsuccess rather than the needs of individuals or European values and jurisdiction. This one-sidedecosystem puts pressure on the many small contributors to the Web in science, economy, art, culture,media and society to optimize their content to be taken-up by the few gatekeepers and thereby greatlyfeeding the gatekeepers’ monopolies. A vicious cycle, leading to lock-in effects and to a closed searchengine market.
To open the search engine markets and to provide a true choice for users in selecting the searchengine based on their preferences, OpenWebSearch.eu proposes to develop and pilot the core of aEuropean Open Web Index (OWI) and the foundation of an open and extensible European OpenWeb Search and Analysis Infrastructure (OWSAI). Our approach is based on four objectives,namely (1) to develop a core suite of search, discovery and analytics services to create, maintain andutilize the OWI; (2) to develop relevant search engine verticals and new search paradigmsdemonstrating the impact of the OWI; (3) to establish a network of European HPC infrastructure,research and business organisations to pilot the OWSAI based on Europe’s values, principles,legislation, ethics and standards and (4) to stimulate an Ecosystem around the OWI.
The envisioned infrastructure will not only contribute to Europe’s sovereignty for navigating andsearching the Web, it will also allow Europe’s researchers, innovators and business to systematicallytap into the Web as business and innovation resource, without paying huge upfront costs.
More information on the conceptual approach can be found in the Project Background (section 9)below and on the homepage https://openwebsearch.eu/.

1.2 OpenWebSearch.eu Community Programme
The OpenWebSearch.eu project consortium is eager to identify new project teams to be funded underthe OpenWebSearch.eu Community Programme, on-board and integrate them into ongoing and futureactivities for sustainable Research and Development on Open Web Search.
Third-party activities are driving forces in the OpenWebSearch.eu Community Programme, withfunding provided by the OpenWebSearch.eu project (funded by the EC under the GA 101070014). Inspring 2023 the OpenWebSearch.eu Community Programme is coming to life. The CommunityProgramme is comprised of activities in support of third-party project initiation, execution andsuccessful completion.
Consequently, the OpenWebSearch.eu project will call for proposals to help building an open andindependent Web-index. The first call will open on 1st of March 2023 inviting researchers andinnovators to submit their applications to contribute to the mission of OpenWebSearch.eu project.Applications will be accepted until 28th of April 2023, 17:00.

https://openwebsearch.eu/
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The first call consists of two tracks:
Track 1: Conceptual studies on legal or economic aspects of Open Search,
Track 2: Technical approaches to legally compliant data acquisition considering societalconstraints.
Candidate third-party projects should address topics closely related to the project. They should aim atwidening and enriching the existing R&D activities as well as suggesting new ones, complementary tothe project goals and aims.
Successful applications can request funding between 25,000 and 120,000 EUR in this first call, for afunding period of up to 12 months (see the track specific details for funding and budget break down).
In particular, we are targeting smaller companies (e.g., SMEs, start-ups), individual innovators,individual researchers or research teams (e.g., doctoral or post-doctoral researchers) from renowneduniversities. Eligible applicants are individuals residing in EU Member States or Horizon EuropeAssociated Countries or organisations registered in EU Member States or Horizon Europe AssociatedCountries.

1.3 Overall Procedure
The Community Programme starts with the openly published calls for proposals, which arespecified with a clearly defined application procedure. The applicants will be asked to submit a shortand concise proposal addressing the specified call topics. The call topics are developed within theconsortium, partially with the help of external experts. Applications will be reviewed by the members ofthe consortium as well as by the invited external experts chosen prior to the calls; the procedure iscomparable to a review procedure by a programme committee of a scientific conference.
The objective is to select projects that have the greatest potential to maximize the impact and successof the OpenWebSearch.eu project. These projects should possess a well-defined research ordevelopment component aimed at promoting Open Search as a whole.
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1 See e.g., https://link.springer.com/article/10.1365/s43439-021-00017-8

2 Call Topics
OpenWebSearch.eu aims at building and piloting a legally compliant Open Web Index as a Europeaninfrastructure. The first OpenWebSearch.eu call asks for contributions in legally compliant datagathering and in identifying legal or economic aspects that enable or block the development andmaintenance of an Open Web Index. Successful applicants will conceptually support the developmentof the platform as well as contribute with concept studies on the legally compliant gathering of webdata and metadata.
We call for contributions in form of research studies on legal or economic aspects of Open Search(Track 1) as well as on concepts for legally compliant data acquisition, processing, considering alsosocietal constraints (Track 2). Each track poses a set of concrete questions which should beaddressed by applications.

2.1 Track 1: Conceptual Studies on Legal or Economic Aspects of OpenSearch
From a high-level perspective, OpenWebSearch.eu aims to gather Web data to refine it into an openlyavailable index of the Web, so-called Open Web Index (OWI). The index will serve as a basis forsearch capabilities, to find websites, but also contains large parts of web-based information itself. Nextto classical search, applications that can be built on such an Open Web Index include the provision ofcleaned and enriched data collections for third party use (especially for search engine providers), aswell as the development of AI based knowledge representation models (e.g., Neural LanguageModels), mobile and geospatial web services, scientific use, price-comparison services, news/trendmonitoring, web-statistics, business-analytics and many more.
Building such OWI does not only include technical challenges, but also legal1 and societal ones,especially when considering recent EU legislations like the Digital Service Act or the Digital MarketAct. Furthermore, challenges for new business models or significant changes in the search enginemarket arise. Consequently, applicants should prove either respective legal or economic expertise aswell as necessary technical expertise. Technical expertise might also be provided by members of theOpenWebSearch.eu consortium. In the context of legal, business and societal aspects of OpenSearch we are asking for either of the following types of contributions:

1. Legal Studies:
OpenWebSearch.eu needs to analyse and deeply understand legal constraints andrequirements for building and operating an OWI. In particular, we are looking forresearch studies which analyse the legal constraints and requirements of crawling,storing, aggregating, enriching and sharing web data operationally in an OWI. Whenbuilding the OWI, OpenWebSearch.eu will gather web-data at a large scale. The collected

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1365/s43439-021-00017-8
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web data will be processed (e.g., cleaned, enriched) and linked with other, publiclyavailable and internal data sources. The results will be made available to the general publicas well as to industry and SMEs. Users of the OWI can potentially build commercialbusiness on top of the provided data. Consequently, constraints and requirements need tobe better understood, particularly regarding intellectual property rights and other relatedlegal constrains, data protection law, data economy law (i.e., Digital Services Act, DigitalMarkets Act etc.) as well as constraints and requirements put forward by criminal law (e.g.,through storing illegal content) and other potentially relevant areas of law.
In addition to this, accessing the OWI requires corresponding usage and license terms,with a particular emphasis on minimising the liability for operators of an OWI.OpenWebSearch.eu is thus also looking for analysis and studies on existing open source-and open data licences in regard to applying them for operating and managing an OWI.Such an analysis should include the most critical risk factors and their mitigation from theviewpoint of the OWI operator(s).
Another point of interest is the “right to de-referencing” as recognised by the GeneralData Protection Regulation. This right may also affect an OWI operator. However, due tothe multi-stakeholder nature and the diversity of search engines to be expected tooperate, based on an OWI, multiple parties will be involved. Furthermore, authenticity ofclaims of legal/natural persons has to be ensured, also to prevent potential abuse.
Where applicable, the analysis should also contain concrete recommendations forchanges to existing or emerging laws and regulatory frame works to allow a legallycompliant operation of an OWI in Europe.
Applicants are expected to support the OpenWebSearch.eu project and its goals throughconceptual studies on the following topics:
a. compilation and analysis of the laws and norms that are relevant to building andmaintaining an OWI, including an analysis of specific legal issues in terms of intellectualproperty rights and related rights, data protection law, data economy law and/or criminallaw relevant for the whole or parts of the project,b. legal assessment of technical and non-technical prevention mechanism (e.g.,automated deletion of prohibited content) as well as an assessment on the degree ofaccurateness of automatic prevention mechanisms combined with potential manualones,c. legal assessment of the implications of the right to de-referencing for an OWI,d. analysis of existing open source and open data licenses in regard to the suitability forusage in an OWI,e. a combination of some or all of the above.
2. Economic Studies:
Setting up and maintaining an OWI as public European infrastructure will requiresubstantial upfront investments and maintenance budgets by European member statesand the European Commission. In order to justify these investments and to possiblyrecover some of the costs, the economic aspects and the cost-benefit dimensions of anOWI and open web search ecosystem shall be studied and better understood. It is theassumption that an OWI will be maintained as a public infrastructure and that it mayrecover some of its operational costs e.g., by charging service fees for commercial users,
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heavily using the infrastructure, e.g., beyond a basic number of free API-requests per day(freemium-model). We call for studies analysing and estimating the costs associatedwith setting up, operating and maintaining a distributed open web indexinfrastructure across Europe and analysing and estimating the market potentialand economic impact of such an infrastructure.
Estimating the costs associated with a public OWI shall be based on the assumption thatit will be set-up, hosted and maintained by existing public and private computing centresacross Europe, using spare capacity or adding a few extra percent of additionalcomputing capacity to the existing one. So relevant additional costs should be taken intoaccount (staff, computing and storage costs, bandwidth, energy consumption, etc.),however, no building-up of new computing centres etc. shall be assumed. An initialtechnical scenario for the required storage volumes, bandwidth and computing capacitieswill be provided to successful applicants by the OWS.eu technical team and should thenbe further financially detailed, elaborated, documented and underpinned in this study.
Estimating the economic potential and impact of an open web index shall provide an in-depth cost-benefit analysis with respect to several dimensions: opening up the search-engine market and diversifying general web search due to the public availability of acomprehensive, up-to-date web index that can be used by start-ups, industry andbusiness to develop and provide web-based services. The services addressed in thestudy range from general search, localized and specialized search, training of AI models,large scale language models, e-commerce, retail/price comparison, mobility andgeolocation services, transports, communication, news and media, etc. Furthermore, thestudies shall address, estimate and document the non-commercial, societal or indirectlycommercial impact and benefits of such a public OWI infrastructure. Benefits to beaddressed may range from improved privacy, respecting of European languages, cultureand diversity in digital services, European digital sovereignty, fake-news detection, cybersafety and security, crisis monitoring, technological foresight, protection of intellectualproperty rights, to a wide range of possible scientific uses of such a public open webindex and analytics infrastructure (non-exhaustive list).
Generally, it is expected that studies will approach the cost-benefit analysis on a macro-economic level. It is a plus if selected use-cases may also be the studies on a concretebusiness-economics level. Project proposals studying these economic dimensions shouldindicate how they plan to analyse and quantify these economic and societal benefits of anOWI and how they plan to establish a meaningful cost-benefit analysis for an OWI aspublic infrastructure in Europe.

Project proposals need to make clear how their conceptual considerations contribute to opening websearch in general and to the planned OpenWebSearch.eu platform in particular. The applicants needto make clear, which components of an Open Web Index will be addressed by and derive benefitfrom their studies. Besides competences in either the legal or the economic domain, applicants haveto demonstrate how they integrate the necessary technical skills, either within their team or throughcooperation with the project consortium. All results of the studies must be published under an OpenAccess license, undergo scientific quality control (e.g., peer reviewing) and must be accessiblefollowing the FAIR principles.
Track 1 has an indicative total budget of 160.000 EUR. We expect projects in the range between25.000 EUR and 75.000 EUR for a duration of 6-12 Months. Durations and funding might be extendedfor exceptionally successful projects (subject to evaluation and budget).
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2 https://opensource.org/definition/

2.2 Track 2: Technical Approaches to Legally Compliant Data AcquisitionConsidering Societal Constraints
Web crawling describes the process of navigating the graph structure of the Web for discovering andfetching Web-data. Web crawling is the predominant method for web search engines to gather contentfor their index. From a technical perspective, crawling has become a standard technology. However,from a legal perspective, crawling remains a grey zone and needs to reflect intellectual property rights,identification of illegal content as well as data protection. While webmaster and content owners havesome control over the crawling process via (de facto) standards like robots.txt and sitemaps, furthercontrol mechanisms remain proprietary, like for example Google’s Search Console. Within track 2 weare looking for concepts and approaches for opening the proprietary components of theaforementioned issues. In particular we are looking for

1. Vocabularies, metadata schemata or ontologies for expressing/defining legal constraints onweb page usage and potential parsers / validators for such languages;2. Services, frameworks or algorithms collecting and organising legal, technical and compliancerelated meta-information on websites;3. Open datasets and machine learning models for analysing Web pages according to legalproperties (e.g., filtering of illegal content, information extraction for legal purposes, genreclassification etc.);4. Services and tools for Webmasters and content owners to express and steer expected crawlingbehaviour and/or to specify usage rights as well as legal compliances (e.g., with GDPR) in anopen and cooperative manner;5. Legally compliant data acquisition, processing and hosting strategies that go beyond Webcrawling.
Solutions have to be provided as Open Source (i.e., in an OSI2 compliant license), collected dataneeds to be provided as Open Data and documentation or experimental results have to be publishedwith Open Access.
Project proposals need to make clear how their solutions contribute to opening Web Search, ingeneral, and the planned OpenWebSearch.eu platform, in particular (further details are provided underhttp://www.openwebsearch.eu). Note that proposals must make valid contributions to theOpenWebSearch.eu project and must be usable in the project under open source / open datalicensing terms.
Track 2 has an indicative total budget of 160.000 EUR. We expect projects in the range between60.000 EUR and 120.000 EUR for a duration of 9-12 months. Duration and funding might be extendedfor exceptionally successful projects (subject to evaluation and budget availability).

2.3 Activities to be Funded
Track 1 asks for contributions in form of research studies.
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Studies on legal or economic aspects of Open Search. Research studies must adhere to the scientificstandards in the particular field and resulting publications must undergo peer review. Note thatconsultancy reports or white papers are not considered as research studies.
Studies shall review state of the art and shall reflect specifically the European market, jurisdiction,value and cultural aspects of open search. Study teams shall address at least one of theaforementioned topics and shall comprise a comprehensive literature review, review of respectivelegislation at European and member-state level and an analysis part as well as a comprehensiveresults and conclusion part within which specific findings and recommendations for the given topic onthe context of open search are presented. Where relevant, empirical studies (e.g., surveys) can besuggested for answering the proposed research questions. Results must be made available as OpenAccess and studies have to undergo a peer reviewing process.
Track 2 asks for technical, algorithmic and/or data-related contributions, focused on developingpotential components of the pilot open search infrastructure, relevant data sets, data acquisitiontechniques and/or machine learning models.
Successful applications will technically define and develop new search and discovery applications,content analysis methods, search paradigms, data products or extend the platform in relevant ways.Here we address innovators and business that (i) either build search verticals on top of our pilotinfrastructure thus demonstrating its applicability, or (ii) extend the pilot infrastructure to relevant areas,like new content analysis methods, or (iii) develop interesting data products on top of the Open WebIndex. Results must be made available as Open Source and/or Open Data, with documentations orexperimental work published in as Open Access.
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3 Target Audience
The calls target especially smaller companies (i.e., SMEs, start-ups), individual innovators, individualresearchers or research teams (e.g., doctoral or post-doctoral researchers). Especially for thetechnically oriented calls (Track 2), the consortium will provide necessary information and trainingmaterial and support as well as the necessary documentation of the on-boarding and governanceprocess.
The eligible applicants for this opportunity are either:

 Individuals who are citizens or residents of any EU Member State or any of the countriesassociated with Horizon Europe; or
 Organizations that are registered in any EU Member State or any of the countries associated withHorizon Europe.

Please note that the list of associated countries may change over time, and it is recommended tocheck the latest list of eligible countries before applying.
The third-party calls particularly focus on the following categories of applicants:

 Academic researchers and research groups in universities or research centres or R&D focusedorganisations;
 Renowned experts, individuals and scholars or associations;
 High-tech start-ups, SMEs, or industry with a focus on Web technology or software development
 Outstanding individual open-source innovators / researchers and experienced individualdevelopers / researchers;
 Other multidisciplinary actors.

Applications can also involve teams of different organisations or teams of natural persons. In case of team applications (i.e., multiple natural persons without an organisational entities or multiple organisational entities), one team member must take the role of main contact point and legally responsible party.
Following the Council Implementing Decision (EU) 2022/2506, as of 16th December 2022, no legal 
commitments can be signed with Hungarian public interest trusts established under Hungarian Act IX 
of 2021 or any entity they maintain. Affected entities may continue to apply to calls for proposals. 
However, in case the Council measures are not lifted, such entities are not eligible to participate in 
any funded role (beneficiaries, affiliated entities, subcontractors, recipients of financial support to 
third parties). In this case, co-applicants will be invited to remove or replace that entity and/or to 
change its status into associated partner. Tasks and budget may be redistributed accordingly.

Please note that in the Funding &Tender portal there is a  FAQs focusing on the specific implications 
for Horizon Europe actions which will be regularly updated.
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4 Submission and Evaluation
4.1 Important Dates

 Opening date: 1st March 2023
 Closing date: 28th of April 2023, 17:00 CET
 Notification date: 30th June 2023
 Start of projects: 1st August 2023

4.2 Submission Procedure
The applicants have to submit their appropriately formatted proposal by email to the call management(call1@openwebsearch.eu for the first call) by the given deadline. The proposal template is availablefor the applicants. Applicant(s) can submit at most one application per call. English is the mainlanguage for communication with the OpenWebSearch.eu consortium, and all submitted documentsmust be written in English.
The submission will be acknowledged by the call management, and, only after the confirmation, theproposal can be considered as being submitted. It is advised not to wait till the last moment with thesubmission. Note that multiple submissions of the same project are not accepted. If the submission isnot confirmed within max. 2 days, and provided the call deadline has not yet passed, you may contactthe Grantor at call1@openwebsearch.eu to request the information and ask for re-submission.

4.3 Evaluation
Topical fit and contribution to the project has been set as the key criteria for the selected third-partyprojects. Thus, the call addresses specific questions in the project raised by the consortium members.The evaluation will be conducted by external experts in cooperation with the members of the projectconsortium.
Proposals will be evaluated according to the following categories and sub-categories:
1. Relevance to at least one of the call tracks and complementarity to the project, i.e.,

o how well the proposal addresses the specific topics of the call,
o how the proposed work complements the pilot infrastructure or repeats what has beendone already;

2. Contribution to the goals of at least one of the five main components of theOpenWebSearch.eu project: (i) Crawling and Crawl Management, (ii) Pre-processing andEnrichment, (iii) Indexing, Search Paradigms and Search Architectures, (iv) Search Verticals,Data Products and Applications, (v) Data Storage, Provenance, and Computing Infrastructure(see also section 9 for more details). The following aspects will be evaluated in particular

mailto:call1@openwebsearch.eu
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o how the proposal contributes to one or more of the four project objectives?
o how the work in the project will benefit from the proposed work?
o to which project work-package is the proposal contributing and to what degree?

3. Importance of the target community or ecosystem, i.e.
o the size of the potential impact on the target community,
o the likelihood for successfully building up an ecosystem / community,
o the degree of importance of the target community to successfully introduce Open WebSearch as alternative search system,
o access to relevant stakeholders in the OpenSearchWeb.eu community,
o plans and measures for creating an ecosystem.

4. Expected impact for Open Search in general (also beyond the pilot infrastructure);
5. Feasibility, i.e.,

o whether the planned outcome seems to be realistic,
o whether the requested resources are realistic for achieving the planned outcome
o whether the envisioned target community /ecosystem could be addressed
o sufficient past expertise of the applicants for carrying out the work

In total 100 points will be distributed among the categories 1-5. Besides the above listed criteria,formal eligibility criteria in accordance with the grant agreement and European Regulations must befulfilled, particularly on the target group and official funding criteria.
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5 Awarding Procedure and Timeline
The assessment will be conducted, after the primary screening for completeness of the proposal. Afterthe screening, candidate projects will be evaluated by the review committee. The review board will becomprised with the selected principal investigators of the project and invited external experts. Proposalreview will be conducted according to the pre-defined criteria. The evaluation will result in respectivepoints assigned to the sections of the proposal. As a result, a ranked list of the proposals will be madeand the call funding will be distributed to the top candidates of the list. The awarded projectsummaries will be published online.
The consortium aims for prompt evaluation procedure of approximately one- or two-month duration.
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6 Grant Implementation
The applicants will be informed by the Business Management Unit of the project on positive ornegative outcome of the evaluation and selection process (email communication).
The successful applicants will be informed about awarding by means of an electronic funding letter.After signing a legally binding contract (a sub-grant agreement) between BADW-LRZ (the Grantor)and the (main) applicant (the Grantee), and communicating applicant’s bank account information, thepre-financing will be transferred to the Grantee by BADW-LRZ on behalf of the consortium.
The Grantees will receive a pre-financing of 50% at the start of the project. The subsequent transferwill 25% of the funding will follow after the successful mid-term review, and the final payment of the25%, after the approval of the final report.
The grantee is expected to implement the project based on effort, meaning that the promised projectresults are expected to be delivered within the specified timeframe. If a deliverable cannot beachieved, the grantee must inform the parent consortium in a timely manner and propose mitigation
strategies. The proposed strategies will then be negotiated with the OpenWebSearch.eu beneficiaries.
The consortium members selected for the project will review the project deliverables, and the granteewill be notified of any rejection within the time specified in the grant agreement. If the Grantor does notobject to the project deliverables within the specified timeframe, their silence may be considered as animplied approval of those deliverables.
An interim project report will be required for the mid-term assessment of the project progress andfunding transfer. At the end of the grant implementation, the final results must be presented to theconsortium for review. The final payment to the grantee will depend on the positive outcome of theproject deliverable review. The grantee will receive the final payment only after acceptance of the finalreport.
Documents required from the Grantee:
- Completed and signed sub-grant agreement;
- Project report, including the interim and final reports;
- Financial report.

6.1 Integration and Capacity Building
The Grantor representing the consortium plans some capacity building measures directed towardsseamless integration of the third-parties with the parent OpenWebSearch.eu project.
During implementation, the Grantees will be invited to the consortium meetings and will get access toselected results of the project. If suitable, the consortium will integrate the grantee in the relevant workpackage and appoint a contact person from the consortium who supports them in promoting theapplicant’s contributions. During the grant implementation, the grant owners should present theircurrent state of the project at the consortium meeting either in person or virtually or, if the time of themeeting is inappropriate, at a negotiated appointment.
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3 http://nlnet.nl/ngi0/review/
4 https://www.ngi.eu/acceleration-services/

Beyond the financial support, the awarded projects can apply for free services such as accessibility,security or license scans at NLnet3 or take on business accelerating services from the NGIcommunity4. The third-party projects as integral part of OpenWebSearch.eu project’s CommunityProgramme can greatly benefit from the NGI support measures and promotional activities such ase.g., NGI catalogue, NGI Communication Task Force and NGI Impact, Exploitation and SustainabilityWorking Group. The relevant integrative actions within NGI community are already in progress.

http://nlnet.nl/ngi0/review/
https://www.ngi.eu/acceleration-services/
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5 https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/common/agr-contr/general-mga_horizon-euratom_en.pdf

7 Legal Part: Declarations
Note that in order to evaluate your proposal within the third-party call pipeline, the processing ofpersonal data will take place. Personal data submitted within the proposal will be processed inaccordance with applicable EU and national data protection law. Such data will be processed by theOpenWebSearch.eu Consortium partners and the external reviewers for the purposes of evaluatingthe proposed project and implementing, managing and monitoring the evaluation process. After theevaluation process, personal information on rejected proposal will be deleted, with the exception ofreporting obligations towards the EU. All personal information from the applicants, particularly theinformation used in reporting, will be treated as sensitive information according to Article 13.1 of theGeneral Model Grant Agreement5. Personal information for accepted proposals will be used by theconsortium to prepare the sub-grant agreement, which regulates all further use of personal data in theproject implementation. In case sub-grant agreement fails, the proposal will be treated as rejected.
Please check-mark the respective declarations to confirm that you have read and understood thisinformation clause concerning processing of the personal data; that you have the legal basis forprocessing personal data of your team members mentioned in the application; that you will pass theinformation clause provided under legal part of the proposal to all team members concerned.
Respectively, in the legal context applicants will be asked to acknowledge the such declarations ase.g.:

 You have read and understood the relevant information above. You agree to participate in theOpenWebSearch.eu project;
 You understand that you can withdraw at any time without giving reasons and that you will notbe penalised for withdrawing nor will you be questioned on why you have withdrawn;
 You acknowledge that the reviewers and the European Commission and its bodies andagencies may have access to the data collected under the open call;
 The data provided in the application form are true and up-to-date;
 The entity you represent meets the eligibility conditions described in call conditions;
 There is no conflict of interest between the organisation you represent and any of theOpenWebSearch.eu consortium partners or the reviewers;
 You did not make false declarations in supplying the information required, as a condition ofparticipation in the Open Calls and do not fail to supply this information;
 Published results will required to acknowledge the funding from OpenWebSearch.eu (fundedby the EC under the GA 101070014) and undergo a peer-review process.
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8 Contact
If you have further questions on the application procedure and third-party call related activities ofOpenWebSearch.eu project, feel free to contact us.
Administrative contact for the 1st call call1@openwebsearch.eu
Informal inquiries about the community program community@openwebsearch.eu

mailto:call1@openwebsearch.eu
mailto:community@openwebsearch.eu
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9 Project Background
OpenWebSearch.eu aims to develop and pilot the core for a European Open Web Index (OWI) andthe foundation of an open and extensible European Open Web Search and Analysis Infrastructure(OWSAI) by bringing together strong European players, who jointly define, develop and pilot an opentechnological backbone for cooperative web search. The proposed pilot infrastructure willdemonstrate, how search applications and web-based AI data products can be realized throughcooperative crawling, analysis, storing and indexing of web content.
Four objectives are pursued by the project:
 Objective 1 forms the technical core by creating a suite of search, discovery and data analyticsservices to create, maintain and utilize the OWI. The envisioned infrastructure will demonstratethe feasibility of developing search engine verticals in the long tail and corresponding Web-baseddata products. While adhering a full open source and open data strategy.
 Objective 2 aims to develop sensible search engine verticals as demonstrators and forbootstrapping a new search engine and web-data product market. Examples include searchverticals for science search and mobile search as well new search technologies, particularly newsearch paradigms and knowledge representation models (symbolic or sub-symbolic).
 Objective 3 aims to establish a network of European HPC-infrastructure, research and businessorganisations for jointly piloting the developed infrastructure while adhering to Europe’s values,principles, legislation, ethics and standards. Europe has strong public computing infrastructureand research organisations in its member countries.
 Objective 4 aims to stimulate an Ecosystem around the Open Web Index (OWI) which consists ofinnovators, researchers, computing centres, policy and decision makers and developers.
The development is structured along data processing chain for search and discovery systems whileconsidering different stakeholders and services, as shown in the figure 1 below.
CCM - Crawling and Crawl Management ( 1+ 2) aims to conduct own web crawls and to coordinateindependent crawling efforts and to gather information from website-masters to obtain additionalinformation (e.g., provenance data, legal data, license data, website classification). An Open WebsiteIndex of all accessible websites of the Web plus additional metadata describing the website (e.g.,categorization, topics, legal status, license information and compliances etc.) will be developed tocoordinate the independent crawlers and provide crawling results in
PPE - Pre-processing and Enrichment ( 3 ) will develop extensible pre-processing andenrichment services with some base services for pre-processing and cleaning, but also moresophisticated semantic enrichment techniques, like removal of personal data and assessing theinformation quality automatically. Modules from external contributors will be welcomed.
ISPSA - Indexing, Search Paradigms and Search Architectures ( 4 ) builds indexing services forcreating full-text and metadata search indices for the high-quality web data collections.Conceptually, every index could be maintained by a different organisation / owner in order to have aclear, legal responsible person. With this approach we aim to enable small organisations and evenindividuals to establish their own brand on searchable content, such that web-users can select – oreven define – a search engine completely tailored to their preferences.
SVDPA - Search Verticals, Data Products and Applications ( 4 ): A series of vertical searchapplications (verticals) will be developed that demonstrate and prove the capabilities and flexibility
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of the OWSAI. These verticals are built upon the OWSAI and exploit its various features, in order tofacilitate different use cases and serve specific requirements of different end user groups. Thus,verticals not only include specialised search engines and a core managing those search engines, butalso data products, smart objects, and particularly AI models. Specific attention will be paid toenhancing user-centred features, such as advanced trust and transparency models that open uptechnical information on the documents, gathering, indexing, and ranking methods.

Fig. 1. Data processing chain for search and discovery systems involving different stakeholders and services.
DSPCI - Data Storage, Provenance, and Computing Infrastructure ( 5 + 6 ): Provenance-enabled,distributed, inter-organisational storage facilities will be essential for all the above services.Augmented by computing services for the project, these facilities will enable FAIR6 data and
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metadata handling (and sharing), as well as high-performance data analysis. Provenance-tracking becomes especially important to understand properties like trust, privacy and security. Forexample, a website that has been registered by a webmaster as being marked as privacy preservingcan be indexed by a vertical search engine that focuses on privacy preserving web content or forbuilding privacy-preserving Artificial Intelligence models.


